Vical launches its latest novelties at Maison & Objet

Furniture and colourful upholstery, novelties in lamps, chairs, tables… and exclusive marble pieces will be some of our main bets for the upcoming edition of Maison & Objet from January 17 to 21 in Paris.

At Maison & Objet Vical shows, once again, its ability to bring home the latest trends in the world of furniture and decoration. With a wide and versatile catalogue, Vical will reveal its latest proposals in all its variety of products: from a wide collection of paintings and coloured furniture, through a collection of lamps, decoration, textile, armchairs, sofas and sophisticated design chairs.

The bright colours are the main bets in Vical's new collection, with different shades of dark blue, sea water blue, green, purple, pink and the classic contrast of white and black.

A new collection of chairs and armchairs in a wide choice of colours and velvet upholstery combined with black and white finishing. Modern mustard-coloured rattan pieces lacquered in black, and elegant marble furniture will be other novelties of this collection.

The collection of paintings will be one of the most surprising of the brand, with a strong bet to busts of different ethnic origins and bright colour on a black background.

As decorative pieces, the new and exclusive design mirrors in gold colour will predominate in the collection. There will also be an extensive collection of imposing amphorae and vases in different shades of grey, beige and neutral colours, which will mark the craftsmanship of the brand.

Marble will also be part of Vical's new proposals in its collection of decoration with figures and sculptures carved in marble. Authentic pieces of art created to dress any corner of your projects.

Lamps made of sustainable materials such as wood are incorporated into the wide collection of lamps of the brand. This year, the novelties will be focused especially on table and ceiling lamps of this material in different shapes and colours.

The difference of styles and nuances, warmth, elegance and exoticism remain the main axes of the brand. And especially, from its latest developments, which you can discover in the Home Accessories sector of Maison & Objet 2020. (Pavilion 5B, stands N13 – O14).